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Florida Could Double Container Cargo Business 

New Analysis highlights opportunities to capture cargo coming into Florida via non-Florida ports 
 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (February 18, 2015) – The Florida Ports Council today released detailed 

opportunities to grow Florida’s trade and jobs via the state’s seaports, the Analysis of Global 

Opportunities and Challenges for Florida’s Seaports (“Analysis”). The Analysis reveals specific 

examples of containers that come to Florida from non-Florida ports that, if captured, could potentially 

double container cargo coming through Florida ports, therefore significantly increasing the economic 

benefits to the state. The Analysis also found that Florida has a demonstrable cost advantage against 

competitor states in delivering goods to market. 

 

“Thanks to the leadership of Governor Scott and the Florida Legislature, our state has made tremendous 

strides in enhancing our freight transportation system. However, to take Florida to the next level of global 

competitiveness, we needed to examine the opportunities and challenges to significantly expanding our 

global trade,” stated Doug Wheeler, president and CEO of the Florida Ports Council. “This Analysis 

clearly identifies shipping routes and container goods that should be coming through a Florida port as it is 

more cost effective for the shipper and our ports have the data to directly market to those prospective 

businesses.” 

 

The Analysis also examines challenges that need to be addressed in order for Florida to grow as a global 

hub, specifically out-of-date processes; unnecessary regulations; and the need for additional tools to 

compete with nearby states to attract new manufacturers and businesses. 

 

One overriding recommendation of the Analysis is that the state of Florida and Florida seaports increase 

their efforts in sharing the logistics advantages and infrastructure assets through targeted marketing 

efforts. These advantages and assets are a direct result of the recent freight infrastructure investments and 

commitment to trade by Florida’s Governor, Legislature and agency partners. 
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“The results of this significant new analysis send a strong message that Florida ports show great 

potential to capture new cargoes in all categories, but we all must work diligently to ensure that our ports 

can and will make the necessary strategic moves to improve business. Here at Port Tampa Bay, we are 

executing an aggressive capital infrastructure plan that is expanding our cargo capacity, has improved 

our intermodal efficiency and is making our port more attractive to global carriers and shippers 

throughout the region. In fact, we have on order two new gantry cranes that will more than double our 

container throughput capability as well as generate momentum and create jobs. Thanks to critical 

funding support from Governor’s Scott’s office and the Florida Legislature, as well as collaborative 

efforts with our port partners, we are moving this port rapidly forward to meet future challenges and 

demands. This new report gives Florida ports more impetus than ever before to market and educate as to 

why we offer the best shipping alternatives and advantages,” Paul Anderson, Port Tampa Bay president 

and CEO, said. 

 

 

 
	  

The  Florida  Ports  Council  is  the  professional  association  of  Florida’s  15  public  seaports,  providing  advocacy,  leadership  and  
research  on  seaport-‐related  issues  before  state  and  federal  government,  and  the  administrator  of  the  Florida  Seaport  

Transportation  and  Economic  Development  Program  (FSTED).  Florida’s  ports  support  more  than  680,000  jobs  in  the  state  and  
contribute  $96  billion  to  the  state’s  economy  each  year.  
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